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Summary:
Increasing the impact of Global Environment Facility (GEF) investments requires a vision of knowledge management and learning (KM&L) that treats KM as an integral part of the GEF’s business, not as a separate process.

The Scientific and Technical Advisory Panel (STAP) suggests that articulating this vision requires a theory of change to guide the development of a new KM&L strategy for GEF-8.

This brief sets out five pathways to achieve this: governance and leadership; durable learning; empowerment and exchange; design and application; and tracking and adapting.

What is the issue?

The value of knowledge as an asset has long been recognized by the GEF, and managing knowledge well within the GEF Partnership will help the GEF create and transform knowledge into action, innovation, and change for improved performance.

The literature defines KM as bringing together organizational processes, information processing technologies, organizational strategies, and culture for the enhanced management and leverage of human knowledge and learning to the benefit of an organization. This definition emphasizes the breadth of players and activities that need to be encompassed in an effective KM&L strategy for the GEF.

Knowledge can be both implicit (or tacit) and explicit; implicit knowledge (e.g. in the heads of team members) may account for as much as 90% of an organization’s knowledge and is often poorly managed when staff leave. Knowledge, action, and learning form a mutually reinforcing cycle. This occurs in GEF projects and programs at the portfolio level and throughout the whole GEF Partnership and recipient countries: all need attention.

KM&L is everyone’s business, and every team member – from recipient countries, from GEF Agencies, and from the GEF Secretariat — is a knowledge worker: everyone needs to understand the importance of KM&L and to help create a culture in which it flourishes. KM&L requires knowledge use and action, not only archiving. It needs be systematized so that knowledge is not lost when staff leave.

What is required for GEF-8?

The KM requirements for GEF-8 reflect the 2015 GEF KM Approach and advice from STAP:

“The purpose of KM in the GEF context is to facilitate and enable the capture, exchange, and uptake of knowledge within and beyond the GEF Partnership with two key objectives:

a. to inform global, regional, and national policy dialogues on options and approaches to reverse the course of environmental degradation; and
b. to improve the impact of GEF-supported projects and programs.”

The GEF-8 Strategic Positioning Framework articulates its goal as systems transformation to deliver global environmental benefits that ensure the GEF-8 vision of a healthy, productive, and resilient environment underpinning the well-being of human societies.

To deliver this GEF-8 goal, KM&L needs to:

– Support more rapid learning and application to keep up with accelerating rates of change.
– Ensure that innovation and learning are systematized, durable, and kept up to date.
– **Work across internal and external silos** horizontally to support policy coherence and integration.
– **Work across levels vertically** to help merge top-down and bottom-up actions and **across countries horizontally** to inform priorities and improve policy coherence.
– **Demonstrate that GEF investments are delivering greater impact** to encourage further investment.
– Have continuing support throughout the GEF.

The terms of reference for the GEF-8 KM strategy identify four key elements:\(^{11}\)

– Strengthening existing systems to extract and share knowledge and lessons learned from GEF investments
– Increasing knowledge flow among GEF investments and partners
– Enhancing the use of existing knowledge to improve future GEF investments and to enhance impact, uptake, and scale-up of innovative solutions
– Monitoring and measuring the impact of GEF investments in knowledge and learning

**Implications: Key pathways in a theory of change for KM&L as an integral component of GEF-8**

STAP suggests that the terms of reference could be usefully extended to frame the development of a new KM&L strategy through a simple set of necessary and sufficient causal pathways (figure 1) that interact with and reinforce one another to deliver the desired impacts.

**Pathway 1 – Governance and leadership:** to ensure that the **GEF retains all valuable knowledge through having a systemic, integrated KM&L culture.** The governance of knowledge and learning within the GEF Partnership requires strong leadership to engage all staff in a learning culture, which includes processes at the organizational level to ensure the transfer of implicit learning. (The GEF Partnership would benefit from appraising how it handles intrinsic knowledge held, potentially transitorily, by staff.) This pathway is key to the other pathways being able to operate well.

**Pathway 2 – Durable learning:** to attain **more rapid improvement in the impact of GEF investments through strengthened KM&L processes.** Approaches for capturing and sharing knowledge and learning from GEF investments\(^{13}\) should be redesigned so that explicit knowledge is systematically recorded\(^{13}\) and used in relation to context (e.g. the need to know what works where, how, why, and in what circumstances), especially for the most innovative and transformative activities. This requires a careful design process that considers incentives (and penalties) to ensure that the systems are used and are dynamic (e.g. capitalize on lessons learned by gaining insight and understanding from experience and by applying this knowledge to generate new knowledge\(^{14}\)).

**Pathway 3 – Empowerment and exchange:** to achieve **more scaling and durability from GEF investments through greater flow of, and ownership of, knowledge and learning among and across partners and countries.** The KM&L system should be designed to be easily used for knowledge exchange purposes (e.g. to support regional workshops and training or existing communities of practice) and, in particular, should be relevant, accessible, and used for South–South cooperation for knowledge exchange.\(^{15}\) This requires structuring systems that allow top-down guidance but strong bottom-up empowerment (e.g. of recipient countries); this will ensure that stakeholders provide enduring support for scaling towards transformation, and draw on their understanding of successes and failures for learning.
Pathway 4 – Design and application: to achieve more impact and scaling of innovations due to the better use of existing and new knowledge. Efficient processes should be developed to mine existing knowledge, identify where and how future investments are most effectively deployed to get the best returns on investment, and ensure that knowledge and learning are applied in the design of new investments. The emphasis should be on how the best return on investment can be achieved and on helping countries use this knowledge to direct future investments.

Pathway 5 – Tracking and adapting: to position the GEF as a leader in KM&L-supported high-impact programs. Results from the GEF investment portfolio should be tracked to show the full value of GEF investments and to demonstrate continual improvement in the GEF’s KM&L system (e.g. through adaptive learning) and how KM&L has led to a higher return on investment, and more co-investment, while also supporting the GEF Partnership in achieving more GEBs.

Figure 1: Key pathways in a simple theory of change diagram
GEB: global environmental benefit; KM&L: knowledge management and learning; ROI: return on investment; SSC.K.E: South-South cooperation for knowledge exchange.
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